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BACK IN THE BLACK, MOSTLY
As we all continue to fi gure out how 
to live with the coronavirus pandemic, 
the stock market makes it a little easier 
by continuing to power upward.  

Th e S&P 500 gained 8.9 percent in 
the third quarter, which includes a 
pretty tough September decline of -3.7 
percent.   As a result of the strong third 
quarter, the index is now positive for 
the year.

While that is great news, the S&P 500 
stands out as the only major index in 
the black, except for the NASDAQ, 
which doesn’t represent an asset class 
since it is a stock exchange like the 
NYSE or BATS.  

Stocks listed on the NASDAQ are 
principally from the technology sector, 
and as you can see on the back page, 
those are hot this year.  

Although the S&P 500 isn’t how 
academics or some index providers 
defi ne large-cap stocks, it plays that 
role anyway.  And for good reason, 
since it is highly correlated with the 
academic methods anyway.

Most other asset classes are still having 
a hard time and are mostly still down 
for the year.  Some, like emerging 
markets, are down less than two 
percent, but others, like small-cap, are 
still down well more than 10 percent.

Without just a handful of the big 
technology stocks that we all know 
and love, the S&P 500 would probably 
still be underwater for the year.  Th e 
equally-weighted version of the S&P 
500 that treats all stocks the same 
was down -4.8 percent for the year at 
quarter-end.

It seems intuitive that, in general, 
stocks would lose value in a time when 
the economy isn’t operating at full 
steam.

Still, it also makes sense that the 
market wouldn’t necessarily be in a full 
tailspin given the massive monetary 
and fi scal stimulus already in place, 
plus the possibility of more.  Th is 
year is a good lesson in perseverance 
and diversifi cation in the face of the 
unknown.
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“Th ere is only one 
success... to be able 
to spend your life in 
your own way.” 
 

 - Christopher Morley,
American Journalist

STOCK MARKET SUMMARY

Last quarter, the cover article was titled ‘Best 
of Times, Worst of Times,’ and discussed 
the remarkable diff erence between what 
was happening in the real economy and the 
stock market.  

While the real economy still has a long way 
to go before it catches up with the stock 
market, the best and worst of times theme 
is also evident in the unusually divergent 
sector returns.  Th e back page shows the 
year-to-date returns for each of the sectors, 
and you can see that energy stocks are down 
-48.1 percent, while technology stocks are 
up 28.7 percent, a spread of 76.8 percent.

Th e results make sense: technology stocks 
had benefi tted from several trends that were 
evident before the coronavirus crisis that 
accelerated sharply, including working from 
home, streaming entertainment, home 
delivery, and video conferencing.  On the 
other hand, energy stocks are very sensitive 
to oil prices, which dropped when driving 
and fl ying demand fell.

We have 30-years of high-quality sector 
data, and there is only one period where 

sector divergence is as strong as it is now 
– the technology bubble and subsequent 
bust.  

In the nine months (to match the nine 
months this year) that ended in December 
1998, technology stocks were up 62.8 
percent, while materials dropped -20.4 
percent, a spread of 83.2 percent.  In 
December 2000, the situation reversed 
when technology stocks dropped -48.0 
percent while utilities soared 46.3 percent, 
a spread of 94.3 percent.  

Th at’s not to say that technology is in 
a bubble today.  Valuations were much 
higher in the 1990s, and a lot of the 
spread referenced above was due to positive 
performance of technology stocks and 
less to do with the underperformance of 
materials, which is unlike the situation 
today with energy down by almost half.

Still, it’s a good reminder that what is going 
up sharply today may be at the opposite 
end of the spectrum in a relatively short 
time, which is why we have exposure to 
both tech and energy.

By David Ott

Data Source: Bloomberg
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“Necessity may 
well be the mother 

of invention, but 
calamity is the test 

of integrity.”

- Samuel Richardson,  
English Author

OCTOBER 2020

BOND MARKET REVIEW

After fi reworks in the fi rst half of the 
year, interest rates barely moved in the 
third quarter.  Th e bond market posted 
a small gain of 0.62 percent for the 
quarter, with most of the return coming 
from corporate bonds, which returned 
1.54 percent.  Th anks to the Federal 
Reserve’s continued support, the bond 
market’s volatility reached historic low 
levels in September.

Th e corporate bond market continues to 
rebound from its collapse in the spring.  
Spreads on investment-grade issues fell 
25 basis points (bps) on average during 
the quarter, bringing them to 129 bps 
over Treasuries.  Investment-grade bonds 
were trading at 100 bps over Treasuries 
pre-pandemic, so the market has nearly 
come back full circle.  Th e comeback 
has been even more remarkable since 
nearly $1.7 trillion in new investment-
grade corporate bonds were issued in 
2020.  Despite this onslaught of supply, 
demand remains strong as investors 
demand less spread to own credit.

Th is result is certainly a recognition 
of Federal Reserve policy.  Th e Fed’s 
extremely aggressive monetary actions, 

including opening facilities to directly 
purchase corporate bonds, have 
stabilized the market.  It has provided 
investors the confi dence to fund new 
debt and provided historically low 
fi nancing rates for companies to benefi t.

If we take the Fed’s word at face value, 
this environment should continue for 
a long time into the future.  In both 
August and September, the Fed has 
adopted a new policy when it comes to 
infl ation.  

Rather than targeting a two percent 
level for infl ation expectations, they 
have moved to target a long-run average 
infl ation rate at two percent.  Th is policy 
shift implies the Fed is comfortable 
letting infl ation run well over two 
percent over time to counteract the 
periods where infl ation has run below 
two percent.  

Th eir own projections confi rmed the 
future path of overnight rates at the 
September meeting, which now shows 
an expectation of zero percent through 
2023.  In other words, low rates will be 
around a very long time.

By Ryan Craft, CFA 

Data Source: Bloomberg
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“A great book 
begins with an idea; 
a great life, with a 
determination.”

 - Louis Dearborn L’Amour,
American Novelist

ARE ELECTIONS BAD FOR MARKETS?

Presidential elections are very good at 
capturing the public’s attention and 
making a lot of noise in the market, but 
are not a reliable signal of the what may 
be to come.

Th e growth of the economy, interest 
rates, monetary policy, infl ation, 
and profi tability of publicly traded 
companies drive the long-term trend 
of market returns far more than single 
events like elections.
 
Elections are known unknowns, and 
they certainly have some impact, but 
as election time nears and candidate 
policies become clearer, the market 
quickly adjusts to refl ect new 
information. 

Presidential elections pop out to 
investors because of their regular 
schedule and the vast amount of 
attention given to them.  In reality, 
information that moves markets during 
election seasons tends to be released 
slowly and with timing that doesn’t 
follow a discernable pattern. 

Even though we know the election’s 
date, we cannot predict the timing and 
impact of market-moving news.

Waiting out the volatility of the election 
is a common strategy, and it can be 
appropriate in certain scenarios where 
an individual’s risk tolerance doesn’t 
align with the potential for choppy 
markets around election time. 

For instance, when someone has a large 
amount of cash that they need to invest, 
they may not want to put all of that 
money into the market immediately 
before the election season. 

On the other hand, such a choice comes 
with the opportunity cost of potentially 
not being invested during a period of 
strong returns. 

Generally speaking, uncertainty is 
something investors are best off  using 
to their advantage. Investment returns 
result from uncertainty. 

Th e ability to remain invested through 
uncertain times drives positive 
investment outcomes over time, instead 
of trying to predict good or bad market 
periods ahead of time.
 
When we look at the data, it tells an 
interesting story, and, in many ways, it 
runs counter to what our intuition may 
suggest.

By Cliff  Reynolds, CFA, CFP®

(Continued on next page)

Source: Bloomberg. Yearly fi gures annualized based on 260 trading days per year.  
Monthly fi gures use annualized standard deviations based on 20 trading days per month.

ELECTION VOLATILITY

1929-2019
Average Annual 

Volatility

16.5%
Election Year

Average Annual 
Volatility

16.1%
1929-2019

Average Monthly 
Volatility

15.6%
Election Year
November 

AverageVolatility

16.2%
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“Genius is 
eternal patience.”

 - Michelangelo, 
Italian Artist

OCTOBER 2020

With good market data that stretches 
back to the 1932 presidential election, 
we can look at a total of 22 election 
years that we can measure. 

When we look at historical stock market 
volatility, elections don’t have much of 
an impact.  

When we measure the average annual 
volatility of the S&P 500 for every year 
going back to 1929, we fi nd that the 
volatility is more or less the same as the 
average for the 22 election years over the 
same period (election years are slightly 
less volatile). 

When we compare monthly average 
volatility over the same period, election 
Novembers are more volatile than an 
average month, but only barely.

We fi nd an equally encouraging story 
when looking at returns for the same 
periods. Novembers during election 
years have better average returns than 
an average month. 

So, while election Novembers are 
slightly more volatile than an average 
month, they compensate investors with 
higher returns in exchange for the risk. 

Annual returns, however, are a little 
worse in election years; but if you remove 

2008 (when the S&P 500 returned 
-38.5 percent), returns for election years 
are identical to the average. Perhaps a 
fair adjustment, since the poor returns 
in 2008 surely had more to do with the 
Great Financial Crisis than the election 
that year.

Because the noise of election coverage is 
loud, it can be hard to tune out. Couple 
that with each persons’ bias toward their 
preferred candidate, and it can be easy 
to imprint our feelings on the direction 
of the market. 

Elections are hard to predict, and market 
moves based on election outcomes are 
complex and even harder to predict.  
Principles like economic growth and 
corporate profi tability are the principles 
that matter, and they have persisted 
throughout regardless of elections. 

In conclusion, we believe the best 
investment advice as we approach 
the 2020 presidential election is to 
maintain the long-term risk exposure 
stated in each investor’s Investment 
Policy Statement.  

Further, use any substantial market 
volatility to rebalance by adding stocks 
during selloff s strategically.

Source: Bloomberg. All data uses the S&P 500 Index

ELECTION RETURNS

1929-2019
Average Annual 

Return

7.3%
Election Year

Average Annual 
Return

5.7%
1929-2019

Average Monthly 
Return

0.62%
Election Year
November 

AverageReturn

0.72%
Election Year

Average Annual 
Return (ex ‘08)

7.8%
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“Time brings all 
things to pass.”

 - Aeschylus,
Greek Dramatist

PRESIDENTIAL MARKETS 

Four years ago, just ahead of the 
last election, I analyzed how the 
stock market fared under diff erent 
presidential administrations.  

Everyone knows that it is a bad 
idea to talk politics in polite 
company, but in my opinion, this 
kind of analysis is mostly for fun 
and highlights that stocks fare well 
regardless of which party occupies 
the White House.

It’s probably not surprising that 
a lot of the analysis depends on 
timing and how you measure 
certain elements.

For example, my analysis starts aft er 
the Roosevelt administration. It’s 
purely chance that the good quality 
stock market data essentially starts 
just before the Great Depression 
and the Hoover administration. 

Starting with Truman in 1945, the 
stock market has enjoyed strong 
performance, up 11.3 percent 
annually. Th at’s higher than the 
9.5 percent that we normally read 
about since it excludes the Great 
Depression.

Let’s now break out the returns 
between Democratic and 
Republican presidencies. It looks 
favorable for Democrats at fi rst 
blush since the market gained 14.4 
percent when they were in the 
White House, versus 8.6 percent 
for Republicans. 

However, as I wrote before, before 
you Democrats get too smug and 
you Republicans fi re off  angry 
letters, there’s more to the story.

Take, for example, what the data 
would look like if we took out 
George W. Bush.  Less than eight 
months in offi  ce, America suff ered 
the 9/11 attacks, a recession 
followed, and the stock market that 
was already defl ating from the tech 
bubble, fell even more.  

To get out of the recession, the 
Federal Reserve lowered interest 
rates to (then) record lows, which 
ultimately led to the 2008 fi nancial 
crisis at the end of his term.

How responsible was George W. 
Bush for the returns during his 
presidency?  You can’t argue that 
he caused the tech bubble to burst 
before his term, that he caused 
9/11, or that the borrowers, lenders, 
and the Federal Reserve weren’t as 
largely responsible for the 2008 
fi nancial crisis.  

Regardless of how much credit 
or blame you think he does or 
doesn’t deserve, his presidency 
greatly impacts the numbers.  If 
you exclude the returns during 
his two terms, the returns under 
Republican presidents jump from 
8.6 to 12.1 percent, closing 60 
percent of the gap between the two 
parties.

By: David Ott
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“In solitude, the 
mind gains strength 

and learns to lean 
upon itself.”

 - Laurence Sterne,
Anglo-Irish Novelist 

OCTOBER 2020

We could play the same game on 
the other side.  We all know that 
Clinton didn’t invent the internet, 
so why should he benefi t from those 
returns?  And creating a bubble 
isn’t such a great idea anyway if you 
want your Vice President to follow 
in your footsteps, as Clinton tried 
to do with Al Gore.

If we take out the Clinton years 
from the analysis, the average 
return under Democrats comes 
down to 13.5 percent, closing the 
gap further.  

Of course, we could play this game 
all day, and that’s the point. Th ere’s 
a lot that happens outside of the 
President’s control, like terrorist 
attacks and global pandemics, 
not to mention who controls the 
House and Senate, what the Federal 
Reserve is doing, tax rates, and 
a whole host of other economic 
factors.

When President Obama was 
fi rst elected, my conservative 
clients wanted to sell their stocks, 
convinced that Obama and his 
policies would be devastating.  
Eight years later, my liberal clients 
wanted to do the same, equally 
convinced that President Trump 
and his policies would be equally 
devastating.  

In these two examples, both sides 
were wrong to want to sell their 
stocks.  I don’t know who will get 
elected or what the next four years 
will bring, but slicing and dicing 
the past doesn’t tell us much.  

It’s better to look at the whole 
run, and that leads me to believe 
America will continue to prosper, 
regardless of what happens in 
November.
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Data Center    2020 YTD

Dow Jones  -0.91%
S&P 500  5.57%
S&P 400 Mid-Cap  -8.62%
S&P 600 Small-Cap  -15.26%
MSCI EAFE (Intl)  -7.09%
MSCI Emerging Mkt  -1.16%

S&P Sectors    2020 YTD

Basic Materials      5.47%
Communica  ons  -13.24%
Consumer Discre  on.  23.38%
Consumer Staples  4.13%
Energy  -48.09%
Financials  -20.25%
Healthcare  5.01%
Industrials  -3.99%
REITs      -6.77%
Technology  28.69%
U  li  es  -5.68% 
 

Interest Rates     2020 Q3

Fed Funds  0.08%
Prime Rate  3.25%
3-mo. Treasuries  0.97%
2-yr. Treasuries  0.13%
5-yr. Treasuries  0.28%
10-yr. Treasuries  0.69%

Currencies     2020 Q3  

Euro  1.1721
Japanese Yen  105.93
Bri  sh Pound  1.2920
All Data as of 09/30/2020

THE BIG PICTURE

No  ce to Clients
Please remember to contact ACROPOLIS® Investment Management, LLC if there are any material changes 
to your fi nancial situa  on or investment objec  ves or if you wish to impose, add or modify any reasonable 
restric  ons to our investment management services. A copy of our current wri  en disclosure statement as set 
forth on Part II of Form ADV con  nues to remain available for your review upon request.

Legal Disclaimer
This publica  on is provided as a service to clients and friends of ACROPOLIS® Investment Management, LLC solely 
for their own use and informa  on. The informa  on in this publica  on is not intended to cons  tute individual 
investment advice and is not designed to meet your par  cular fi nancial situa  on. You should contact an 
investment professional before deciding to buy, sell, hold or otherwise consider a par  cular security based on 
this publica  on. Informa  on in this publica  on has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable, but the 
accuracy, completeness and interpreta  on are not guaranteed and have not been independently verifi ed. The 
informa  on in this publica  on may become outdated and we are not obligated to update any informa  on or 
opinions contained in this publica  on. 

© ACROPOLIS® Investment Management, LLC 2020. All rights reserved.

Acropolis® has a team of  advisers that specialize in 
401(k) & Profi t Sharing plans.

We are here to help you 
protect your current 

plan or start a new one.


